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Abstract

The implementation of multi-variable control systems on turbofan engines requires the use of limit protection to maintain safe engine operation. Since a turbofan engine typically encounters limits during transient operation, the use of a limit protection scheme that modifies the feedback loop may void the desired "guarantees" associated with linear multi-variable control design methods, necessitating considerable simulation to validate the control with limit protection. An alternative control design structure is proposed that maintains the desired linear feedback properties when certain safety limits are encountered by moving the limit protection scheme outside of the feedback loop. This proposed structure is compared to a structure with a limit protection scheme that modifies the feedback loop properties. The two design structures are compared using both linear and nonlinear simulations. The evaluation emphasizes responses where the fan surge margin limit is encountered.
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Nomenclature

A78 = ventral nozzle area (in²)
A8 = aft nozzle area (in²)
DP/P = pressure difference / pressure
ETA = ejector butterfly valve angle (deg)
FGV = ventral nozzle thrust (lbf)
FG9 = aft nozzle thrust (lbf)
FGE = total ejector thrust (lbf)
FGT = total gross thrust relative to A8 (lbf)
FTIT = fan turbine inlet temperature (deg R)
G(s) = open-loop plant transfer function matrix
K(s) = controller transfer function matrix
N2 = engine fan rotor speed (rpm)
N25 = engine core rotor speed (rpm)
N25R = corrected engine core rotor speed (rpm) \( (N25\sqrt{T_{\text{std}}/T25}) \)
P14 = fan discharge total pressure in bypass duct (psia)
PS14 = fan discharge static pressure in bypass duct (psia)
PS3 = high pressure compressor discharge static pressure (psia)
SM2 = fan compressor surge margin
SM25 = core compressor surge margin (= pressure ratio at stall -
operating pressure ratio)/(operating pressure ratio) )
T_{\text{std}} = standard temperature ( 518.67 degs R )
T25 = high pressure compressor inlet temperature (deg R)
WF = fuel flow (lbm/hour)
XM13 = bypass duct Mach number
\( \bar{u} \) = perturbed plant input vector
\( \bar{x} \) = perturbed plant state vector
\( \bar{y} \) = perturbed plant output vector
\( \bar{c} \) = command subscript
\( s \) = Laplace variable
Introduction

Future Short Take-Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL) aircraft will require multiple sources of thrust to provide the forces and moments necessary to control the aircraft in low speed operation. A NASA Integrated Control Technology Program is investigating the problems associated with the integration of the airframe and propulsive control systems for STOVL aircraft. The integrated controls program at NASA Lewis Research Center is developing an Integrated Flight and Propulsion Control design methodology that includes the design of a "global" (airframe plus engine) linear controller as an intermediate design stage [1]. There has been some concern that a "global" linear controller may not perform as designed when the propulsion system is subjected to its operational limits. Limit operation has not typically been considered in published linear multi-variable control designs for jet engines [2-4]. Limits can be handled using nonlinear constrained optimization techniques [5], but these methods have their own set of associated problems and is not being discussed here. Since high-performance jet engines typically encounter limits during transient operation, the linear range of dynamic engine operation is small and the properties associated with linear multi-variable control designs may no longer be guaranteed. In this paper we address the possibility of using an alternative "control structure" for a turbofan engine that avoids changes in the feedback loop during limit operation. The term "control structure" is used to denote the variables selected to be controlled, which impacts the type of limit protection scheme that is used. The advantages of this alternative control structure are demonstrated on a multi-nozzle engine that is representative of a typical STOVL aircraft propulsion system.

In this paper, we first discuss the nonlinear limit operation of a typical turbofan engine. Next we describe the model of the turbofan engine used in this study and we introduce the
control problems associated with the engine. Then we discuss two control system designs using different control structures; one design approach strives to achieve independent control of the three thrusts and the fan rotor speed, while the other approach controls the three thrust and a pressure ratio. For each of these two structures, a linear controller is designed and the resulting closed-loop linear systems are examined using time responses. Next, the two control structures are evaluated in a feedback loop that includes the linear controller, limit protection, and a nonlinear simulation of the plant. These two closed-loop nonlinear systems are compared using time responses. Finally, the results are discussed and summarized.

**Turbofan Nonlinearities**

In linear control system design, nonlinearities manifest themselves in three forms: variations in the linear system matrices (A,B,C, & D) that represent the plant, caused by changes in the nominal operating condition; "hard" physical actuator rate and range limits (slewing rates and saturation); and operational/safety limits imposed to extend the life of the plant. Typically it is assumed that the variations in the matrix elements of the linear model are slow relative to the plant dynamics. These matrix variations can be accommodated by gain scheduling [6] and feedback linearization [7], but these methods are not being considered here. We assume that the actuator rate and range limits have been accounted for within the linear design using linear actuator models that represent the "true" actuator bandwidth. Thus, our discussion centers on the nonlinearities due to the engine operational limits.

Typical operational limits for a turbofan engine are the fan and core compressor surge margins, the maximum fan and core rotor speeds, the maximum fan turbine inlet temperature (FTIT), the maximum burner pressure, and the maximum and minimum combustion air/fuel ratio.
Of these limited variables, only burner pressure, FTIT, and the rotor speeds are directly measurable. Currently, the FTIT measurement is not reliable enough to be used for control. The limits on the unmeasurable variables are reflected back onto the engine inputs resulting in input limit schedules that are a function of the engine outputs. Two such limits are the fuel flow acceleration/ deceleration (accel/decel) limit and the fan surge margin (DP/P) limit.

The accel/decel schedule is a set of variable bounds on the fuel flow as a function of N25, T25, and PS3. This limit schedule is determined a priori using an open loop nonlinear simulation of the engine. The schedule imposes a rate limit (in rpms/sec) on core rotor speed as a function of the minimum and maximum air/fuel ratio (lean and rich blowout), the maximum turbine temperature, and the compressor surge margin, as shown in Figure 1 [8]. The air/fuel ratio is a function of the inverse of WF/PS3, since PS3 is indicative of the combustor air mass flow rate. These limits are implemented as minimum and maximum bounds on the WF/PS3 ratio. An example limit schedule for the WF/PS3 ratio as a function of the corrected rotor speed, N25R, is shown in Figure 2 [9]. In Figure 2, the "droop line" is a line of constant thrust for fixed inlet conditions. On the droop line, the fan speed is decreasing as the operating point moves from lean to rich. The rotor speed schedule determines the "steady state line". A typical thrust response is shown in Figure 2, which shows how the WF/PS3 ratio increases to the acceleration limit at nearly constant corrected rotor speed. Then, as the rotor accelerates, the WF/PS3 ratio tracks the limit value until the desired thrust setting is reached. At that point, the WF/PS3 ratio decreases to the steady state scheduled value. Note that during the transient, when WF/PS3 is determined by the acceleration limit in Figure 2, the engine input, WF, is determined as a function of the plant outputs PS3, N25, and T25 (using the definition of N25R). The effect of this feedback is that there is a rate limit on the fuel flow when the fuel flow limit is encountered.
Other limits, such as the maximum fan speed and the minimum burner pressure, also affect the fuel flow. $\text{WF}$ is decreased if the maximum fan speed is exceeded and fuel flow is increased if the burner pressure falls below the minimum value.

The $\text{DP/P}$ limit (fan surge margin) is another critical limit in turbofan engines. Figure 3 [10] shows how the fan surge margin decreases during engine deceleration for an F100 engine with an appropriately scheduled nozzle area. During a gross thrust decrease on the F100 the surge margin decreases quickly as the fan pressure ratio increases. Then, with the surge margin limited, the much slower fan rotor speed follows along the surge limit line until the desired operating point is reached. The ability to maintain the fan surge margin greatly depends on the available control effectors. The control design on the GE16/J11A6 engine [11] uses a variable area bypass injector to control the exit area of the bypass duct, which adds a degree of freedom that is used to keep the fan surge margin within limits. The aft nozzle area is then used to obtain the desired thrust response. The surge margin cannot be directly measured, but it can be correlated with a function of the "delta P over P" pressure ratio ($\text{DP/P}$) [10,12], which is defined as follows:

$$\text{DP/P} = \frac{P_{14} - PS_{14}}{P_{14}} \quad (1)$$

Thus, it is possible to control the fan surge margin by controlling $\text{DP/P}$. The approach in reference [11] uses $\text{XM13}$, the fan tip discharge Mach number, as a controlled variable to maintain adequate fan surge margins. $\text{XM13}$ and $\text{DP/P}$ are similarly related to $\text{SM2}$. The fan surge margin imposes a varying minimum total area limit schedule on the engine. In the following, the engine response due to the $\text{DP/P}$ limit is considered.
Description of the Plant

The engine model used in this study is representative of a multi-nozzle, mixed flow, vectored thrust engine envisioned for future STOVL aircraft applications. The engine is capable of generating four thrusts from the aft nozzle, the ventral nozzle, and from two wing-root mounted ejectors (see Figure 4 [13]). The mass flow for all the nozzles comes from the mixing region, where the core and bypass air streams merge into a mixed flow. The butterfly valve angles that determine the ejector areas are commanded identically, so no differential ejector thrust is used in this study. The simulation, described in reference [13], is a nonlinear component level model of the engine physics. A small perturbation linear model of the engine is generated at a design point representative of a STOVL aircraft approach to landing, with the propulsion system supporting approximately 60% of the weight of the aircraft with adequate distribution between ejector and ventral thrusts to provide the necessary pitch trim for the aircraft. The relatively slow temperature heat soaks and the faster volume dynamics are removed from the linear model, yielding a second order engine model with the two rotor speeds as the state variables. The resulting linear design model is of the form

$$\dot{\bar{x}} = A\bar{x} + B\bar{u}, \quad \bar{y} = C\bar{x} + D\bar{u},$$

(2)

where $\bar{x}$, $\bar{u}$, and $\bar{y}$ are the perturbed state, input, and output vectors as described below:

$$\bar{x} = [N2,N25]^T$$
$$\bar{u} = [WF,A8,ETA,A78]^T$$
$$\bar{y} = [N2,N25,FG9,FGE,FGV,T25,PS3,SM2,DP/P]^T$$

The eigenvalues of the linear model are listed in Table 1. Four first order actuator models are used for WF, A8, ETA, and A78 in the design and evaluation process, with bandwidths of 10,
20, 20, and 20 radians/second, respectively. The fuel flow actuator time constant is conservative
to compensate for the fuel transport delay. A nonlinear thrust estimator would normally have
to be used to obtain the thrust outputs that is be fed back in the linear design, but it is omitted
from both the design and the evaluation for simplicity as it does not add to the study of the limit
operation problem. SM2 is provided for evaluation and is not used in the control designs.

Control System Design

A typical control objective for a multi-nozzle engine on a STOVL aircraft is to have
independent control of the thrust from each nozzle. One way to achieve this using a linear multi-
variable control design method is to close the loop on the estimated thrust from each nozzle.
Using this approach, a control design can be achieved for a small perturbation linear engine
model. In the following we describe two linear control design structures using the $H_\infty$ control
design technique. The details of the $H_\infty$ design method is not be discussed here, but there are
sufficient references available [14,15]. $H_\infty$ is not required, but it simplifies the incorporation of
the specifications into the design.

The $H_\infty$ control design problem consists of finding the controller, $K(s)$, which generates
control inputs, $\bar{u}$, based on measurements, $\bar{y}$, such that the plant, $G(s)$, is stabilized and the
infinity norm, $||\cdot||_\infty$, of the response of the controlled variables, $\bar{z}$, to exogenous inputs, $\bar{w}$, is
minimized. The three transfer functions that are of interest for this problem are the sensitivity
function $S(s)$, the complementary sensitivity or transmission function, $T(s)$, and the control
transmission function, $C(s)$. It is desired to find a controller, $K(s)$, which minimizes the following weighted norm:

$$\min \left\| \begin{bmatrix} W_s(jw) \cdot S(jw) \\ W_T(jw) \cdot T(jw) \\ W_c(jw) \cdot C(jw) \end{bmatrix} \right\|_1.$$ 

The weighting functions $W_s$, $W_T$, and $W_c$ in the block diagram shown in Figure 5 are selected to meet the design specifications. The following control designs are formulated as command tracking problems.

N2 Loop Design

The first control design strives for independent control of the fan speed, $N_2$, and the three thrusts, $F_{G9}$, $F_{GE}$, and $F_{GV}$. $N_2$ is included as an independent control variable, but $N_2c$ is calculated as a function of the commanded total gross thrust, $F_{GTc}$, in the nonlinear evaluations. The four errors, $e_{N2}$, $e_{FG9}$, $e_{FGE}$, and $e_{FGV}$ are fed back. The overall control implementation structure is shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6, three thrust commands from the airframe control system are used to generate a total gross thrust command, $F_{GTc}$. The $F_{GT}$ calculation is relative to the aft nozzle (i.e., the thrust that would be generated if all the mass flow from all the nozzles passed through the aft nozzle). $F_{GTc}$ is used to schedule a command value for the fan speed. Figure 6 also shows a block for limit protection logic that is used later in the paper for the nonlinear evaluation. The linear design specifications are as follows:

1) Closed loop bandwidths of 5 rads/s for $N_2$ and 11 rads/s for the three thrusts. The thrust response specifications are relatively high for a turbofan engine, because it is possible to trade-off the flow from one nozzle to another without changing total gross thrust. The closed loop response of $F_{GT}$ is the same as the fan rotor response (5 rads/s) and is
limited by the accel/decel schedule.

2) Zero steady state error for step commands.

3) Decoupled responses between commanded channels.

4) Damped responses with no overshoot to step commands.

5) Avoid excess control rate and range actuation.

The nonlinear design specifications relative to the engine limits and the nominal operating point are as follows:

1) A DPIP limit protection scheme is imposed to maintain the desired fan surge margin. The nominal operating point being used for the design is close to the limit for DPIP.

2) The fuel flow accel/decel schedule is imposed indirectly using a rate limit on total gross thrust commands.

Figure 5 shows the $H_{\infty}$ framework that is used to design the first controller. The actuator models weight the control rate in the $H_{\infty}$ control design. The sensitivity weights in Figure 5 are selected to weight the low frequency error to provide the zero steady state error to step inputs and decoupled response, with a weight of one at a cross-over frequency corresponding to roughly 1.8 times the desired control bandwidth. The control weights are selected to reflect the rate and linear range limits of the actuators.

Open loop analysis of the engine model with the fuel flow accel/decel schedule installed revealed an effective fuel flow rate limit 35 times smaller than the capability of the fuel flow actuator for large perturbations to WF. The effective fuel flow rate limit is not used in the linear design because it reduces the small disturbance rejection properties of the controller. This effective fuel flow rate limit information is used to formulate a gross thrust rate limit, which is
implemented outside of the feedback loop, thus maintaining the loop properties.

The resulting linear controller is 15th-order. Reducing this controller using modal
residualization of the fast modes results in a 4th-order controller. A comparison of the full and
reduced order controller's singular values compare well up to 20 radians/sec and the design meets
all of the stated linear design criteria. The controller eigenvalues are listed in Table 1. Note that
the four eigenvalues represent the four loop integrals which effectively make this controller a
multivariable proportional plus integral, "PI", controller.

Figure 7 compares the linear controller response to a FG9 step input of 600 lbf, with and
without the fan speed schedule implemented to show that the controller is capable of meeting the
desired thrust response while maintaining the N2 schedule. Step commands are not typical for
thrust commands, as the thrust command is filtered by the airframe controller in an integrated
control design, but they are being used here to compare the linear controllers. The top plot in
Figure 7 shows the aft nozzle gross thrust response, which is the same with and without the N2
schedule. Note in the fifth plot that DPIP has decreased beyond the perturbation limit value for
this operating point of -0.0034. Figure 7 also shows a 5% decrease in fan surge margin for this
linear controller without limit protection, which is unacceptable. Thus, D/IP limit protection is
required.

D/IP Loop Design

This control design strives for independent control of D/IP, and the three thrusts, FG9,  
FGE, and FGV. The steady state value for N2 is determined indirectly, since FG9, FGE, and
FGV determine FGT, and FGT and D/IP establish N2. The feedback variables are eD/IP, eFG9,
eFGE, and eFGV. Figure 8 shows the overall control implementation structure. In Figure 8, the
three thrust commands from the airframe are used to generate a FGT which is used to calculate a scheduled value for DP/P.

If a steady state optimal criterion is used to design the fan speed schedule (specific fuel consumption, for example), then a DP/P schedule that is generated using the trim values for DP/P at steady state operating points determined by the N2 schedule will satisfy the same optimal criterion in steady state. Additionally, since DP/P is now part of the feedback loop, the limit protection for fan surge margin has become part of the linear control design. This reduces the amount of time it takes to check out the controller, since a separate DP/P limit protection scheme does not have to be separately designed and validated.

The control design specifications are the same as before with DP/P replacing N2, with the exception that the bandwidth for DP/P is the same as the bandwidth of the three thrusts, (11 radians/second). The same actuator models as those used in the N2 loop design are used for the DP/P loop design. Figure 5 shows the H∞ framework that is used for the design with the errors now including eDP/P instead of eN2. The resulting controller is 15th-order. Reducing this controller using modal residualization of the fastest modes results in a 6th-order controller. The full and reduced order controller singular values compare well up to 20 radians/sec. An attempt was made to reduce the controller to 4th-order to match the order of the N2 loop design, but this resulted in increased coupling between thrusts, particularly an oscillation between FGE and FGV. Further investigation revealed a complex pair of poles in the 6th-order controller that provided high frequency decoupling of the thrusts. The relationship between this complex pole pair and the thrust coupling is currently being investigated. The eigenvalues of this controller are listed in Table 1. Note that the first four eigenvalues represent the four loop integral terms. The
controller design meets all the linear design specifications. Figure 9 compares the DP/P loop design responses to a 600 lbf step in FG9 with and without the DP/P schedule. Note that the DP/P schedule does not change very much, but it does change enough to match the fan speed schedule in steady state.

Both linear controllers meet the linear design specifications. A problem arises with the N2 loop design only when the DP/P limit specification is considered. In order to investigate this further, we compare the controller responses with a DP/P limit protection scheme included with the N2 loop design. Admittedly, that the following nonlinear responses for the N2 loop design are highly dependent on the DP/P limit protection logic, but that is the point. A separate limit protection design needs to be completed and checked out before this N2 loop design is acceptable. The DP/P loop design has the DP/P limit protection while still satisfying the steady state N2 schedule. There may be a problem with the DP/P loop design in terms of maintaining rated engine thrust over time with a worn engine. This question has not yet been addressed.

Comparison of Controllers with DP/P Limit Protection

Figure 6 shows the control implementation structure with the limit protection logic for the accel/decel schedule and the fan surge margin installed for the N2 loop design. This structure with a nonlinear model of the plant is used to evaluate the two control structures. Admittedly, both the DP/P loop design and the N2 loop design suffer from the same problem when the accel/decel schedule is encountered. An inelegant solution for the following simulation is to provide a thrust command that will not encounter the accel schedule. A 600 lbf FG9 step is passed through a first order filter of 3 radians/sec to generate a first order FG9 command. This is equivalent to converting the accel/decel schedule to a thrust rate limit, which is conservative.
and not a realistic solution, but it is used here to investigate the DP/P limit responses.

During the course of this investigation it was discovered that it is unreasonable to analyze the responses of a multivariable control system with limit protection when a limit is encountered without including integral windup protection for the linear control. The reason for this is that in most multivariable controllers the control outputs are a function of all of the control states and the control state derivatives are a function of all of the controller inputs. That is to say that the controller is not decoupled. Thus, if any of the controller outputs are modified due to some limit criteria (increasing all the areas to meet the DP/P limit, for example), all of the controller integrals have to be modified for windup protection, since each integral contributes to the controller output. Therefore, in the following, a simple, multivariable integral windup protection scheme is implemented on the N2 loop design. The resulting N2 loop design responses are thus dependent on this limit protection and integral windup protection scheme. The point is that this design for fan surge margin protection does not have to be performed for the DP/P loop design.

Figure 10 compares the N2 loop design with DP/P limit protection to the DP/P loop design for the first order filtered 600 lbf FG9_c input. The following items should be noted in Figure 10:

1) The FG9 thrust responses for both loops are very close.
2) The N2 tracking for the N2 loop design is upset slightly by the limit protection. The steady state values for N2 in both responses are the same.
3) The DP/P limit protection scheme for the N2 loop design causes coupling and oscillation of FGE and FGV that is undesirable. A refinement of the limit protection scheme may alleviate this coupling.
4) The DP/P schedule commands a slight increase in DP/P which enables the DP/P loop
design to match the fan speed schedule.

An alternative limit protection and multivariable integral windup protection schemes may provide improved closed loop DP/P limit responses for the N2 loop design and this is currently being investigated. The limit protection and multivariable windup protection for the accel/decel schedule are still required for both designs. Techniques for addressing this limit are also being considered.

**Summary**

An alternative control structure was investigated to avoid the nonlinear analysis associated with the DP/P limit due to fan surge margin. Several different points were brought up and are summarized below.

1) Open loop analysis of the plant plus known limit protection schemes should be performed. In the example discussed, the accel/decel schedule was included into the open loop model and revealed an effective fuel flow rate limit for large fuel flow perturbations that was 35 times slower than the capability of the physical fuel flow actuator. This "effective" fuel flow rate limit was used to provide a gross thrust rate limit outside of the feedback loop that was used in the analysis of the DP/P limit protection scheme.

2) Closed loop fan speed control in the N2 loop design was replaced by DP/P closed loop control in the DP/P loop design. A DP/P schedule was generated from the trim values of DP/P corresponding to the operating points defined by the N2 schedule. The transient response of N2 in the DP/P loop design was well behaved (first order) and the steady state values for N2 matched the scheduled value without closed loop control of N2.

3) The closed loop control of DP/P in the DP/P loop design made the fan surge limit
protection scheme part of the linear controller design. This yielded predictable DP/P limit operation with the linear control and reduced the amount of time required necessary to evaluate the DP/P loop design. The N2 loop design required an additional limit protection design step to accommodate the fan surge margin limit.
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